
SPUD Shooters
7,000 & 10,000 Shooting Club 

“Great shooters are made, not born” 

  How good do you want to be? Being a great, consistent outside shooter can separate you as an
individual and us as a team from the competition. You will have from May 1st 2013 until the start of
school, about 14 weeks, to work on your game. 1,000 shots a week will get you to 10,000 by
the end of the summer.
 
 Most sports research estimates that thousands of repetitions are required to automate a basketball skill. 
We would like your shot to become “automatic.” Set an individual goal to shoot at least 10,000 shots this 
summer. Players like Rachel Banham (University of Minnesota) and Maya Moore (Minnesota Lynx) have had 
incredible basketball careers because they grew up practicing their shooting over and over again.

How to become a member of the SPUDS Shooters Club:

1.  Notify Coach Perry that you would like to participate in the SPUD Shooters Club at:
 mperry@moorheadschools.org
2.  Go to http://moorheadgirlsbasketball.weebly.com/   (click on the Spud Shooters Tab)  and print off the 
Spud Shooters workout packet.
3.  Start Shooting!
4.  Return your completed forms to Coach Perry by September 7th, 2013.
5.  There are 3 ‘options’ to choose from - pick one are all to use!

Expectations:
1.  Shots must be GAME shots at GAME speed.
2.  Playing HORSE or trick shots DO NOT count!
3.  Parent or guardians MUST initial your workout sheet!
4.  There are 3 Shooting or workout OPTIONS - simply choose one or all 3 to use!
 
*All girls who MAKE at least 7,000 shots will earn a T-Shirt and become a charter member of the SPUDS 
SHOOTERS CLUB.  Don’t stop at 7,000 !

*  The TOP 5 Shooters will receive a reward:  $ 25 Gift Card to Scheels;  or Buffalo Wild Wings, or Tutti Frutti!

*Parents make sure to initial your daughters workout sheet and encourage your daughter!

 Basketball teams are made from November through March. Basketball players are made from March 
through November. These drills will help you continue your improvement as a basketball player during the off-
season. This workout contains drills to improve your ball handling, shooting and footwork.

Good Luck!
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Shooting Drills    - Workout Option #1

The purpose of this workout is to take GAME shots, from GAME spots, at GAME speed. Once completed you 
may have made 10,000 shots (or more)!

AFTER Completing 3 DRILLS shoot 5 Free Throws.

1) Mikan Drill – Start on the right side and shoot a lay-up from 1-2 feet away. Catch the ball as it comes out of the basket. Move to 
the left side of the basket and shoot another lay-up. Catch the ball and move back to the right side and shoot another lay-up. Continue 
shooting this way for either one minute or until you have done 25 from each side. Be sure to turn your shoulders and hips into the 
basket as you shoot.   MAX of 25 each side each DAY!

2) Swish Shooting – Stand one foot away from the basket and swish 5 shots in a row. If the ball touches any part of the rim, restart 
your count. After making 5 in a row, take one step away from the basket and restart your count. Do this until you are 3 steps away. 
Work on form and pushing the ball up to develop the proper arc on your shot. 

3) 3 Spot Square-up from 4 feet – These shots are done from the block on each side of the basket and from the middle of the lane. 
Turn your body sideways to the basket, receive the ball from a pass or toss the ball out with a backward spin, catch the ball with both 
hands, pivot towards the basket and shoot the ball off the glass. Shoot 25 from each spot. 

4) 5 Spot Square-up from 6 feet – Shoot from 5 spots: 1) baseline, 2) along the right side of the lane, 3) in the middle of the lane, 4) 
along the left side of the lane, 5) baseline. Turn your body sideways to the basket, receive the ball from a pass or toss the ball out with 
a backward spin, catch the ball with both hands, pivot towards the basket and shoot the ball off the glass. Shoot 20 from each spot. 

5) 5 Spot Square-up from 10 feet. Shoot from the same five spots as you do in the square-up from 6 feet. Turn your body sideways to 
the basket, receive the ball from a pass or toss the ball out with a backward spin, catch the ball with both hands, pivot towards the 
basket and shoot. Shoot 20 of each. 

6) 7 Spot Square-up from 12-15 feet. Shoot from the spots shown below. Turn your body sideways to the basket, receive the ball 
from a pass or toss the ball out with a backward spin, catch the ball with both hands, pivot towards the basket and shoot. Shoot 10 of 
each. 

7) 7 Spot Square-Up from the 3-point line. Shoot from the spots shown above. Turn your body sideways to the basket, receive the 
ball from a pass or toss the ball out with a backward spin, catch the ball with both hands, pivot towards the basket and shoot. Shoot 10 
of each. 
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8) 7 Spot Drive from the 3-point line or from 12-15 feet. Start at each of the 7 seven spots marked in drill 6 & 7. Take 2 dribbles 
right or left towards the basket and shoot. Be sure to practice the drive dribbling both directions, right and left. Shoot 10 from each 
spot. You can also repeat this drill by adding a ball fake and then make your move to the basket. 

        #3  

        #4  



9)  One man throwout—Best drill when alone. Throw the ball out to yourself and chase it down. Do
this continually (it’s hard work!). It’s good to shoot two free throws after every ten to fifteen shots.  MAX 25

10) Low Post Turnaround or Turn-in. Place the foot closest the baseline on the block and have your back to 
the basket. Receive the ball from a pass or toss the ball out with a backward spin, catch the ball with both hands, 
pivot towards the basket and shoot the ball off the glass. Shoot 20 turning right and 20 turning left. Be sure to 
shoot from both sides of the lane. 

11) Up & Under. Work from any or all of the three post-positions. Receive the ball from a pass or toss the ball 
out with a backward spin, catch the ball with both hands, pivot towards the basket, fake a shot, then “duck-
under” the defender using a crossover step. Take one dribble so you can square your feet towards the basket and 
shoot. Shoot 20 turning right and 20 turning left. Be sure to shoot from both sides of the lane. 

12) Jump-Stop Shot. Start at half court on either the right or left side of the court. Drive towards the basket. 
When you reach 6-8 feet from the basket, pull-up and shoot a shot off the glass. Shoot 20 shots from both sides 
of the court. 

13) Jump-Stop Shot After Crossover Dribble. Start at half court on either the right or left side of the court. 
Drive towards the basket. When you reach the 3-point line use a crossover dribble and drive to the middle of the 
lane and shoot a shot off the glass when you reach 6-8 feet from the basket.  20 Shots

14) Jump-Stop Shot After Spin Dribble. Same as drill 16, but use a spin move.   20 Shots

15) Guard Drives – Drive from the top of the key to each of the following 5 spots to shoot a lay-up: 1) right 
block, 2) right hand lay-up, 3) lay-up over middle of the rim, 4) left hand lay-up, 5) left block. Do this drill 5 
times 

16) Forward Drives – Start at the wing, drive to each of the following and shoot: 1) Elbow of the free throw 
lane 2) middle of the lane, 3) the block or 6’ from basket 4) lay-up. Do 5 from each spot and practice from both 
sides of the court. 

17) Free Throws. Make 50-100 free throws. 

** Find a partner to do these drills with. It makes it more fun and allows you to work on rebounding, passing 
and shooting all at the same time. 

Play one-on-one and use any of the following variations: roll the ball out to your opponent and work on 
closeouts, limit your dribbles to two, throw the ball up against the glass, then box-out to get the rebound – the 
player who gets the rebound is tries to score while the other girl plays defense, & catch a pass from your 
opponent and shoot while she does a closeout. 

Watch women’s basketball – Look for moves you can use, what makes great players great, what makes a great 
defender great, how to run a fast break, how to set good screens, make strong cuts, and how to make good 
passes while identifying what caused a pass to be stolen. 



Shooting Workout - Option #2
**During this workout, don’t rest! Go hard, make the shots and then rest at the free throw line**

1. Warm-up: Random shooting for 10 minutes
2. Mikan drill: make 20 shots
3. Jumpers from the boxes on each side-make 10 on each side
4. Make 5 free throws

5. 8 foot jumpers from the sides-make 10 on each side
6. Make 5 freethrows
7. Elbow shots-make 10 from each side
8. Make 5 free throws

9. 10 foot jumpers from straight on – make 10
10. Make 5 free throws

11. Baseline shots-alternating sides with each shot make 10 each side
12. Make 5 free throws

13. Dribble from half-court from the right, crossover move and shoot a 10
foot jump shot. Get rebound and dribble out to half-court on left side,
dribble back in crossover and 10 foot jump shot-Make 10 on each side.
14. Make 5 free throws

15. From the left wing-fake R, go for L lay up; fake L go R layup make 20
16. Make 5 free throws

17. From the right wing-fake R, go for L layup; fake L go R layup make 20
18. Make 5 free throws

19. Pass to self on wing, catch and shoot. Rebound, go to the other side,
pass, catch, and shoot-Make 10 from each side
20. Make 5 free throws

21. Pass to self on baseline, catch and shoot. Rebound, go to the other
baseline, pass and catch and shoot-Make 10 from each side
22. Make 5 free throws

23. From left and right wings-fake one direction (5
left and 5 right), then go 1 or 2 dribbles the
other way and shoot a jumper-Make 10 from
each side
24. Make 15 free throws

25. Random shooting for 10 minutes



Individual Workout  - Option #3

TIPS: All players can benefit from this work also, not just the Post Players. When
doing this workout, concentrate on posting up above the block, catching the ball
and then performing the moves at GAME speed.

1-  Power drop step to baseline with power-up – make 5 from each side
2-  Step across the lane for a layup- make 5 from each side
3-  With back to basket, pass to self, face up, shoot jumper – 5 each
4-  Face up, ball fake and cross over-make 5 from each side
5-  Step out to baseline, face up and shoot a jumper-make 5 from each side
6-  Step out to wing, face up and shoot a jumper-make 5 from each side
7-  From the elbows (left and right), pass to self (with back to the basket),
 Turn and face up and shoot a jumper-make 5 from each side
8-  From the freethrow line, pass to self (with back to basket), turn and face up
 and shoot a jumper-make 5.

(This is to be done on top of the General shooting workout!!)

Guards (3 point shooting) – Individual Workout

TIPS: Always start in close with the General shooting workout and then work
your way out further from the basket.

1-  Around the world-for 3 point shooters going at game for 10 to 15 minutes and
         from baseline to baseline following the curve of the 3 point line.
2-  throw ball to self, square up and shoot – make 10 shots – catch, dribble,
        shoot- make 10

(This is to be done on top of the General shooting workout!!)



Ball Handling Workout

1-Stationary Drills
 a. circles around one let (left and right)- 30 times in each direction.
 b. circles around both legs with feet together- 30 times each direction
 c. Figure 8-30 times forward and 30 times backward
 d. Around the waist-30 times in each direction
 e. with feet together-circles around ankles-waist-head – work  up and work down, the full 
  length of body is 1 rotation- do 20 rotations.
 f. helicopter-one hand in front and one in back – for 1 minute.
 g. spider-in front with both hands and behind with both hands for1 min.

2-Stationary Dribbling Drills (keep head up and ball low!)
 a. dribble left handed-for 1 minute
 b. dribble right handed – for 1 minute
 c. dribble figure 8, between legs-for 1 minute in each direction
 d. dribble with feet together around both feet - minute each direction
 e. around 1 leg (left and right) – 1 minute in each direction

3-Full Court Drills
 a. right and left handed up and back-jump stop at end line (1/2 speed and speed dribbles)
 b. right and left handed up and back-jump stop at FT line, 1/2 court and end lines (1/2 speed  and 
speed dribbles)
 c. crossover dribbles
 d. spin dribbles
 e. behind the back
 f. between the legs

PERFORM THE ENTIRE WORKOUT 2 TIMES –maybe before and
after shooting workout.

WE MUST WORK TO BE BETTER BALL HANDLERS EVERYDAY!



Winners Versus Losers

The winner is always a part of  the answer.
The loser is always a part of  the problem.

The winner always has a program.
The loser always has an excuse.

The winner says: “Let me do it for you.”
The loser sees a problem in every answer.

The winner sees a green near every trap:
The loser sees a sand trap near every green.

The winner says, “It may be difficult, but it’s possible.”
The loser says, “It may be possible but it’s much

too difficult.”

A winner works harder than a loser and has more time:
A loser is always “too busy” to do what is

necessary.

A winner makes commitments:
A loser makes promises.
Individual commitment to

a group effort- that is what
makes a team work.



Ball Handling & Individual  Workouts

The purpose of the ball handling workout is to make us ALL better ball handlers.
To complete the workout program in the off-season, you will have to shoot for a minimum of 34 days. 
Make it a goal to complete the entire workout program!

Remember:
Always keep your goals in mind. Get the picture of what you want. Vividly imagine and think 
positively. Act positively. Believe enthusiastically and go to work.

90% of the people ask what happened.
9% watch things happen.
1% make things happen

(in what percentile are you?)
Self-Motivation must come from self-discipline.




